
Trust Health Service is a healthcare company that has a Tai Chi focus.  

The benefits of Tai Chi have been long established and research has shown an increasing 
healthcare value to students. The pressures of academic life are varied and sometimes 
intense, and a break and mental focus that realigns the student with the present without 
distraction, can recharge the immunity to stress.

THS STUDENT PACK
What Tai Chi offers your School or University
Tai Chi offers an inexpensive way to improve the academic results, 
through lowering stress levels, refocussing the practitioners to ther 
academic targets, while improving concentration and general health. 
Improve student focus. 
The break from the academic routine to focus, breathe correctly, avoid 
distraction, concentrate on the present, and exercise safely will improve 
the focus of the student.
Reduce stress and improve confidence.
Tai Chi will teach students how to focus on the exercise routine and avoid 
the distractions around them and the stressors like examinations, home 
life, growing up etc.. All this, and an exercise with with a concentration of 
the mind, that breeds confidence.
Safe and low impact.
Unlike most other sports Tai Chi is low impact and the “NO Pain NO Gain” 
attitude does not apply.  The physicality and elegance appeals to both 
gender, without harming the body.
Improves strength and agility.
Tai Chi will exercise the whole body including the internal organs. 
Regular practice will build muscle, aid weight loss, improve strength that 
builds confidence in your own physique.
Engages disassociated students
Tai Chi for health is not competitive and that helps children of all ages 
engage in the programme. Health Qigong has had some excellent results 
that focus all children on the day ahead.
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Trust Health Service also offers an insight into the Chinese culture 
through a series of short single period lessons with questions and 
answers sessions at the end. These talks are mainly aimed at 10 – 16 
year olds but could be adapted for younger or older students. The lessons 
will include:
♣ Introduction to Chinese history 
♣ Chinese Legends
♣ Chinese zodiac calendar
♣ Chinese traditional festivals, folklore 
♣ Chinese food culture
♣ Local Customs: etiquette, weddings, funerals, etc.
♣ Chinese Martial Arts: Tai Chi
♣ Chinese National characteristics: folk music, 

chess, calligraphy, poetry and painting
♣ Chinese languages

NB. We will supply lesson plans if required. Any security or vetting documentation will be made available.
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Tai Chi Classes. 
The following is the outline 
and scope of the Tai Chi classes 
that are on offer with THS UK

How tai chi can help children to concentrate
by SARAH HARRIS, Daily Mail

Headteacher Sue Ellis backed the novel way of trying to boost the Church of England school 
when she was brought in after it was put under 'special measures' and ordered to improve. She 
said Tai Chi was one of the reasons why Broad Town School near Swindon, has been able to 
haul itself out of the Government programme two terms ahead of schedule.

Each morning before lessons, the 56 pupils spend ten minutes on exercises which aim to 
integrate and relax the mind and body with a series of slow, rhythmic and purposeful 
movements. 'Tai Chi calms the children down and gets everyone in the right frame of mind,' 
said Mrs Ellis. 'It is one of the reasons we have been able to come out of special measures.

'The first lessons of the morning are literacy and numeracy, and the pupils are completely 
focused on that after Tai Chi. They are learning more and our results now meet Government 
standards.' The lessons, introduced after she started at Broad Town 18 months ago, are likely to 
prove an inspiration for other teachers across the country.

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-78505/How-tai-chi-help-children-
concentrate.html#ixzz3VxHJNZlS

H E A LT H  C U LT U R E
the home of Chinese Tai Chi and Culture

Trust Health Service 
Student  Pack Summer 2015 - 2016

24 Beginners Form

42 Advanced & Competition Form
40 Advanced Form

Tai Chi Chuan (Yang Style)

Old Frame One Beginners Form
56 Advanced & Competition Form

Tai Chi Chuan (Chen Style)

Tai Chi Fan

Kung Fu Fan One
Kung Fu Fan Two

Tai Chi Fan

Tai Chi (Sun Style)
Tai Chi (Wu Style)
Tai Chi Wheelchair
Tai Chi Sword
32 Beginners Form
42 Advanced & Competition Form
49 Advanced Sword
Wu Dang Advanced Sword

Health Qigong

Wu Qin Xi - 5 Animal Imitation
Ba Duan Jin - 8 Silken Movements

Yi Jin Jing - Spine Flexion Focus
Liu Zi Jue - Audible Breathing Method

NEWS Article

Taken in Harbin  China Tai Chi Association 

Class Periods:  THS can offer Tai Chi Classes 
during and after school time.

Tai Chi Club:  THS can set up and run a Tai Chi 
Club that is open to Students, Teachers and 
Student Parents.
Instructors Course:  THS can offer these courses 
as required

All essential equipment supplied
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